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Further FAQ regarding the March 3, 2017 Agreement-in-Committee  

 

1) When should locals and school districts be talking about implementation of the 

AIC?  

Locals should hold off on conversations about implementation until ratification from both 

sides has occurred. There are likely to be disagreements, but they are best worked out 

after ratification is completed. Superintendents and District Management may not yet be 

fully informed on the details of the AIC. Many of their comments or queries may be 

speculative at this point. The BCTF will have more information on the implementation of 

the AIC when we meet on April 5, 2017 with Local and Sublocal Presidents. The 

provincial parties will continue to meet in the meantime to deal with any reoccurring 

issues either side has on implementation. 

            

2) Are the K-3 provincial class size limits flexible? What happens if the limits are 

exceeded?  

The 1998–01 provincial K-3 Memorandum stipulates that any clauses which would allow 

class size numbers to be exceeded shall not apply. Locals should view the numbers in 

paragraph 14 as hard caps, and school districts need to demonstrate “best efforts” to meet 

those class size numbers. Local “flex factors,” negotiated before the provincial K-3 

Memorandum, do not apply. 

 

3) Are the class size provisions in the School Act still in effect?  

Yes, the School Act class size numbers are still in effect and should be used in organizing 

your district if they are superior to your local language. This would only change if the 

government enacted legislation to change the School Act.  

 

4) What does the district have to do to demonstrate “best efforts” to comply with class 

size and composition provisions? 

“Best efforts” is established in law as a higher standard than “reasonable efforts.” You 

should expect to be provided with evidence that demonstrates that your school district has 

made efforts to comply with the class size and class composition limits in your collective 

agreement. For example, and while not a complete list, school districts must look at re-

examining existing school boundaries, using underutilized space (e.g. closed schools), 

and temporary classrooms, such as portables, before determining that the class size and 

class composition provisions can not be met.  

                                                                                                                                             

5) What if the local parties do not agree on designations?  

There are bound to be disagreements on how current designations and restored local 

language are interpreted. The AIC provides a provincial joint committee in order to get 
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agreement on special education designations (see paragraph 20). In the meantime, the 

current Ministry of Education’s definitions of special education designations and 

classifications will apply on an interim and without prejudice basis. 

 

6) Are Strong Start Centres protected under the AIC from losing their space?  

Yes, Strong Start Centres will not be forced to move out of their spaces because of the 

AIC. They fall under Ministry of Education services. 

 

7) How will BCPSEA and the government be ratifying? Who will be voting?  

Trustees will not be voting; rather, the public administrator of BCPSEA will decide how 

they will be ratifying after their meeting with district administrators this Friday, March 

10. 
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